This is a brief, confidential survey to assess personality. Thank you for your time.

**General Questions not used in assessing personality:**
1) Gender: 2) Race: 3) Age: 4) Profession: 5) Have you had any experiences with the police? 6) Where are you taking this test? 7) What is your mood: sad, content or happy? 8) Are you tired or awake? 9) Are you relaxed or stressed? 10) Do you consider yourself a leader?

**Personality Questions:**
1) When passing a homeless person on the street, you
   A) leave a dollar
   B) ignore him and keep walking
2) You only have two minutes left to complete your driver's exam, you
   A) panic so you can't concentrate to finish
   B) focus and effectively answer as many questions as possible
3) In a large group you have a dissenting opinion, you
   A) voice it
   B) keep it quiet
4) When a sales clerk gives you too much change, you
   A) return it, it's not your money even if it was her mistake
   B) keep it, he was careless in giving it to you
5) You're in a hurry, and sitting at a green light behind a stationary car, you
   A) lay on your horn
   B) wait until the driver recognizes the light
6) When driving on an icy road you begin to swerve, you
   A) slam on your breaks and cause further skidding
   B) calmly veer your car to the side of the road
7) You play in the rain. True/False
8) There is trash laying around the park in your neighborhood, you
   A) shake your head at the decline in your park
   B) pick up the litter
9) It's OK to stretch the truth, as long as no one gets hurt. True/False
10) You ask questions in a large lecture class whenever you have them. True/False.
11) A young child spills his milk for the second time, you
    A) calmly wipe it up
    B) yell at his careless action
12) I work better
    A) late at night
    B) early in the morning
13) Using outside help on a test is OK as long as you don't get caught. True/False
14) In a group you are often a
    A) leader
    B) follower
15) People, no matter their race or neighborhood they come from,
    A) are innocent until proven guilty
    B) sometimes appear more suspicious than others
16) You continue to work a crossword puzzle until it's finished. True/False
17) You sing in the shower. True/False
18) Jobs that devote time to helping others, but aren’t big money makers aren’t worth while professions. True/False

19) Welfare is an unnecessary spending of government money. True/False

20) Sad movies and news clips keep you in a down mood. True/False

21) Which word most appeals to you
   A) lover
   B) fighter

22) Would you rather
   A) learn to play a new instrument
   B) play an instrument you are well traversed in

23) You frequently ask your boss questions about how to handle your job. True/False

24) You put other’s feelings before your own. True/False

25) While driving down the road you approach a terrible car wreck, you
   A) become upset and lose the ability to think straight
   B) remain calm and begin helping

26) You frequently second-guess yourself. True/False

27) An important quality of a good politician is
   A) doing what it takes to get the job done
   B) honesty as the best policy

28) While watching TV, a commercial comes on, you
   A) start flipping channels
   B) wait on that channel for your show to return

29) You think decisions through before acting on them. T/F

30) When learning a new skill you
   A) start with “ground 0”
   B) skip to a level you think is more appropriate

31) You are given an extensive assignment and a limited time in which to complete it, you
   A) begin stressing out and get nothing accomplished
   B) devise a plan of action and begin working on it

32) Which would you rather watch on television
   A) news
   B) a soap opera

33) You would report someone for stealing, even if they took a small, cheap item. True/False

34) A little girl’s cat is stuck in a tree, you
   A) walk by and let someone else handle it
   B) help her get the cat down

35) Helping others is rewarding in itself. True/False

36) You are calm in stressful situations. True/False

37) You find a wallet at the supermarket and no one saw you pick it up, you
   A) take the money and run
   B) give it to the store manage

38) You would rather
   A) go fishing
   B) play soccer

39) You make eye contact when speaking. True/False

40) You think that your boss is wrong, you
   A) try to politely resolve the problem
   B) don’t address the problem for fear of confrontation

41) You are easily frustrated. True/False

42) If you could get a significant raise by stealing a co-worker’s idea, you would do it. True/False
43) You are easily stressed out. True/False

44) Which word is most appealing to you?
   A) warm
   B) objective

45) You fall in and out of love often. True/False

46) Time consuming assignments or work situations
   A) appeal to you
   B) frustrate you

47) When put under a lot of pressure you would describe yourself as
   A) high strung
   B) calm

48) Your friends ask you for advice. True/False

49) In group discussion, you
   A) voice your opinions
   B) passively participate.

50) You would tell on a friend who was cheating on his/her taxes. True/False

51) A friend tells you that he/she is having serious problems living at home, you
   A) say “sorry to hear that” and switch to a different topic
   B) offer your friend a place to stay

52) Which word best describes you?
   A) instigator
   B) peacemaker

53) Given an opportunity, you would cheat on your significant other. True/False

54) When waiting for a red light to turn green at an intersection, you
   A) slowly creep forward
   B) stand still

55) When faced with a deadline, you
   A) finish without panic
   B) worry you won't finish.

56) When sitting at a four way stop, you
   A) direct the other cars when to go
   B) sit and wait indecisively.

57) You have difficulty concentrating. True/False

58) Your friend gives you $5 to buy him something at the store. You
   A) pocket the change
   B) return the money

59) You see a line of eight people in 7-11, you
   A) get in line
   B) leave

60) You often stutter when speaking in front of a large group. True/False

61) You fall in love easily. True/False

62) When a child cries you
   A) want to help him
   B) wish he wasn't so loud.

63) The only quarters you can find to do the laundry are those on your roommate's desk. Your roommate is not home, you
   A) take the money
   B) look elsewhere

64) You enjoy being with others. True/False

65) Which word is more appealing?
   A) logic
   B) emotion

66) Given the choice, you would rather
   A) have others decide things for you
   B) decide for yourself

67) When you are very hungry and preparing a frozen dinner, you
   A) cook it according to the directions
   B) take it out early

68) When your cat scratches up your sofa, you
   A) throw a shoe at it and scream
   B) take time to train the animal
69) You have had a long conversation with a stranger. True/False
70) You find out your significant other’s email account password. You
   A) check the messages
   B) don't look
71) You can get work done in a noisy environment. True/False
72) You are asked a question in class, you
   A) meekly reply in a barely audible voice
   B) reply in a strong, clear voice
73) A teenage boy approaches you in your neighborhood asking to use your phone, you
   A) let him use the phone
   B) look like you didn't hear him and lock your door
74) The thought of working under pressure
   A) intrigues you
   B) makes you worry
75) A book you’re reading doesn’t grab your attention in the first 20 pages, you
   A) get another book
   B) wait to see how the plot unfolds
76) You break a chair leg at a friend’s party, you
   A) say nothing
   B) tell your friend that you broke it
77) You make a decision and stand behind it firmly. True/False
78) You stop your car if you hit a cat in your neighborhood. True/False
79) You've been arrested for stealing. True/False
80) The adjective that best describes you is
   A) passionate
   B) sensible
81) You usually sit through long gatherings
   A) patiently
   B) restlessly
82) Which word best describes you
   A) shy
   B) bold
83) You generally
   A) approach people
   B) let them approach you
84) You easily lose your temper. True/False
85) If you are lonely and know your friend is still asleep, you
   A) call them
   B) wait until you think they are awake
86) You have cheated on a test. True/False
87) Which quality best describes you
   A) outgoing
   B) shy
88) You put the problems of the day behind you after you get home. True/False
89) Your roommate/friend complains about having a headache, you
   A) turn down the music
   B) say “sorry to hear that” but do nothing
90) Given massive amounts of paper work, you
   A) put it off to the last minute
   B) do the work with the time you're given.
91) You believe in yourself and your ability to do well. True/False
92) You aped when driving. True/False
93) Your significant other breaks up with you, you
   A) think of suicide
   B) feel bad but know that you will move on
94) You like to exercise. True/False
95) In handling group situations, you usually
   A) take the upper hand
   B) allow others to lead the way
96) You deal well with small children. True/False

97) A hungry bum stares at your sandwich as you eat outside, you
   A) give him food
   B) pretend you don't see him

98) You think
   A) the means justifies the end
   B) the means does not justify the end.

99) Passionate emotions rarely take over your actions. True/False

100) Some laws, like traffic and curfew, are insignificant, so it's ok to break them. True/False